Intermediate Capitalization Practice

A. DIRECTIONS: Put an X if the sentence is capitalized incorrectly and a C if it is capitalized correctly.

1. _____ Big Ben of London is a clock.
2. _____ I drove east to the city and turned north.
3. _____ My family supports the American cancer society.
4. _____ Yellowstone National Park is a great Park.
5. _____ I work for the New York Times.
6. _____ She is a republican and proud of it.
7. _____ The Emancipation proclamation was issued in 1862.
8. _____ Buddhists have been around a very long time.
9. _____ The Sydney Opera House is a Gorgeous Building.
10. _____ The Bronze Age lasted for several thousand years.

B. DIRECTIONS: Circle all the words that need to be capitalized. There are 25.

i have the coolest book called encyclopedia of the world. it shows pictures of
african landscapes and asian architecture. it explains how the colosseum in
greece was built and why the leaning tower of pisa leans. my dad likes reading
about the war of the roses and the russian revolution. it also explains about
different religions, such as catholicism, hinduism, and judaism. Also included is
information about zoos, including the san diego zoo.
Intermediate Capitalization Practice

A. ANSWERS

1. **C** Big Ben of London is a clock.
2. **C** I drove east to the city and turned north.
3. **X** My family supports the American cancer society.
4. **X** Yellowstone National Park is a great Park.
5. **C** I work for the New York Times.
6. **X** She is a republican and proud of it.
7. **X** The Emancipation proclamation was issued in 1862.
8. **C** Buddhists have been around a very long time.
9. **X** The Sydney Opera House is a Gorgeous Building.
10. **C** The Bronze Age lasted for several thousand years.

B.

I have the coolest book called **Encyclopedia of the World**. It shows pictures of African landscapes and **Asian architecture**. It explains how the **Colosseum** in Greece was built and why the **Leaning Tower of Pisa** leans. My dad likes reading about the **War of the Roses** and the **Russian Revolution**. It also explains about different religions such as **Catholicism**, **Hinduism**, and **Judaism**. Also included is information about zoos, including the **San Diego Zoo**.